"Library Trends has become the premier thematic quarterly journal in the field of American Librarianship."

Library Science Annual

Both practicing librarians and educators use Library Trends as an essential tool in professional development and continuing education. They know Library Trends is the place to discover practical applications, thorough analyses, and literature reviews for a wide range of trends. See for yourself the breadth of topics covered in the 41st volume.

Libraries Serving an Underserved Population: Deaf and Hearing-Impaired Patrons
(Summer 1992) Edited by Melanie J. Norton and Gail L. Kovalik
The articles in this issue include acquisitions, communication methods, standards, and resources for librarians serving this special community of users.

Managing Human Resources in Research Libraries
(Fall 1992) Edited by Anne Woodsworth with Ellen Detlefsen
An exploration of personnel and technology issues facing various levels of management and staff in research libraries.

Multicultural Children's Literature in the United States: A Research Agenda for the 1990s—Issues, Concerns, Direction
(Winter 1993) Edited by Karen Patricia Smith
Issues regarding research on multicultural children's literature in the United States as well as highlights of availability and promotion of such literature within various settings are discussed.

The Depreciation of Knowledge
(Spring 1993) Edited by Miranda Pao and Amy Warner
With the crisis of a paper explosion upon us, this issue analyzes, from various viewpoints, what is timely, what is worth keeping and preserving (and how to preserve it), and, generally, what determines worth of information.
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